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“Red Butte Havasupai Gathering”
by dj SOE of Summit dub Squad

(www.summitdubsquad.com)
We had the opportunity to perform at an event near the 

South Rim of the Grand Canyon in the summer of 2009 – it was 
a massive gathering to share knowledge about, and protest, 
the reopening of a uranium mine on what the indigenous 
Havasupai people consider sacred land - at the foot of Red 
Butte, an aptly named sentinel rising from the Kaibab forest.

The vibe was high, with several hundred people in 
attendance. Environmental activists, concerned citizens and 
native peoples from as far away as Hawaii were present, 
including most of the Havasupai tribe! The day started with 
stories from people whose families had been affected by 
past uranium mining practices on reservations elsewhere 
throughout the Southwest. Many stories were told in native 
languages but I could tell that most were terribly tragic, and 
there was a lot of emotions swirling amongst the surrounding 
juniper and sagebrush.

Afternoon was full of traditional dances and while the sun 
set, the Supai offered up an incredible feast for their guests – as 
they’ve surely done for millennia. Day turned to night and a 
grand monsoonal thunderstorm rose up out of the high desert, 
and a beautifully intense rain fell upon the land – there is nothing 

sweeter than sage-filled desert after a rain. A Navajo duo, 
Burning Sky, was joined by drummer John Densmore (of rock 
legends The Doors) on doumbek for a nice uplifting set, then 
Diné (Navajo) folk artist 
Clarence Clearwater 
entertained as the tent 
full of onlookers finished 
filling their bellies. We 
were the after dinner 
party-starter, to be 
followed by Hopi 
reggae singjay Casper 
[Lomayesva] and The 
Mighty 602 Band.

We started our 
set with a Native flute 
drenched in reverb and 
delay, didgeridoo and 
hand drums, building 
up into the driving 
steppers riddim of “My 
Mountain Speaks,” 
a narrative from the 
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Havasupai Ram Dancers at Red Butte by Andrew Baker
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Summit Dub Squad at Grand Canyon’s N. Rim courtesy of Summit Dub Squad
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Sacred Mountain rising above our nearby town of Flagstaff, 
Irie-Zona. We received applause after the outro licks, but the 
dirt dance floor was still empty as the crowd digested their 
food and our style. Our next tune was “One Love” – and 
for those who don’t know, the Havasupai and many Native 
Americans, generally speaking, LOVE REGGAE! It didn’t take 
more than a few chops of the rhythm guitar before an elder 
Havasupai woman – I’m guessing by the time woven into her 
beautifully wrinkled face she was nearly 90! – slowly rose 
and worked her way to the center of the dance area. She 
picked up her wooden cane and began stomping her feet and 
shucking her shoulders back and forth. As the dust rose up 
around her, so did the people. It was an official dance party 
now! And by the end of our set, John Densmore had come 
up to the stage to sit in with us! On tambourine! I laughed 
whole-heartedly as I looked over to see him grooving along, 
thinking I couldn’t wait to tell my Dad! It was a completely 
elevated evening, and we all danced in the summer night’s 
cool breezes. ONE LOVE!

“The Cool Ruler in the jungle in Negril”
by Ran Klarin author of Expression Is Liberation

 Stepping through the overgrown vines and trees, I 
spied the concrete slab being poured at noon. I had just 
had one of those serendipitous days and nights in JA. I flew 
in without reservations and listening to Bob Marley’s rub-a-
dub style on the massive sound system, I found my way to 
the perfect room (at Xtabi) in the cliffs in Negril. It was the 
summer of 1980 and Bob’s ultimately fatal illness had not 
been announced yet, American tourists were staying away 
in droves due to the heavy manners in Jamaica, and I was 
a young, American hippie seeking soul and justice in the 
post-‘70s political hangover. There was still the feeling of 
adventure in back-country Jamaica.

After perusing the 
construction, I strolled down 
the cliff road on the way to 
the famous Rick’s Café at 
the western tip of JA. I saw 
a handbill announcing a 
revue that very evening. 
It was starring Gregory 
Isaacs with a host of current 
chart toppers at the site 
mentioned above. I smiled 
to myself and said to no one 
in particular, “Yes I.” In the 
flow of the positive vibes, 
I planned to return that 
evening for the festival. 
Sure enough, the concrete 
stage had dried and 
around 10pm the locals and tourists from all over converged 
on this isolated spot in the jungle. The only markings from 
outside were a single bare lightbulb and a bamboo screen 
surrounding the property. Scattered around the outside were 
the usual collection of Jamaican vendors with patties, cold 
drinks, gambling and Red Stripe. Paying my $5 U.S. I stepped 
into the most authentic reggae scene of my life. In classic style, 
a solid studio band played behind a string of singers who each 
did two to three songs. Who knows, it may have been Sly and 
Robbie. The band was not announced.  

 Sometime after midnight the Cool Ruler himself strolls to 
the stage. Resplendent in yellow three-piece polyester suit and 
matching hat, the incongruity seemed appropriate for Isaacs. 
His voice was in fine fettle, the crowd was friendly and happy, 
and I had found my roots reggae ... I went back to that spot 
over 30 years later and the whole area had been built up 
with small inns and guesthouses and there was no sign of that 
soulful rumble in the jungle.

 

“Bob day divines East Hawaii Sunshine” 
by reggae producer/songwriter/historian 

jesse dawn (www.hawaiireggae.com)
As I look back at my 14 years of hosting my annual early-

February Bob Marley Day festivals, I remain amazed at how 
they seemed to effect East Hawaii’s weather – an area that 
(between November through February), is one of the rainiest 
places on Earth.

Thus, to make these annual concerts gather the huge 
crowds that they did – especially the 12 that were held 
outside in the open air, free-of-charge – it not only required 
booking great reggae bands, but also a lot of praying for the 
precious gift of sunshine.

As for each and every outdoor Bob Day event, I evoked 
a daily ritual of sincere prayers to Bob Marley’s great Spirit – 
pleading for Him to PLEASE keep this free-for-all event SUNNY! 

Ran in JA courtesy of Ran Klarin

Handbill of Negril reggae show, 1980 courtesy of Ran Klarin
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PLEASE oh holy Spirit of Bob, don’t let winter storms prevail 
and make this birthday festival fail!

And lo and behold, believe it or not, it appears that my 
prayers (plus of course, the prayers of many others) had an 
effect. Because during the dozen times that I held that event 
outside – although the usual, week-after-week, winter rain 
kept falling – when it came to Bob Marley Day SHOWTIME, 

SUDDENLY the sun came out and STAYED out – all the way 
through the event!

 And this sudden “miraculous” turn-around of East Hawaii’s, 
ever-rainy, winter sky happened for 12 of those annual Bob’s 
Birthday Celebrations in a row!

But surely the most amazingly (rain-clearing) Bob Day was 
my final one in 2006, when my Jesse Dawn and Jah Kine 
band, played a set backing the uniquely energetic, Jamaican 
superstar Anthony B. Thoroughly practicing Anthony’s music, 
we did him proud, backing the icon with tight rhythms from 
my wizard drummer (who did a tour with JA’s Eek-a-Mouse), 
plus the Kine’s beautiful back-up singers, who blended with 
Anthony’s voice like angels.       

As yet another magical Bob Day of fun
evoked the blessing of mid-winter sun
even though this one was on a mountainside
where winter storms almost NEVER subside
but again after WEEKS of everyday rain
when the show began there was sunshine AGAIN.

...But the truly divine cause of Bob’s birthday good-time
is His Spiritual GIVING from a source that’s ever-LIVING…

Anthony B with Jah Kine in Hawaii by Jesse Dawn


